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 Options to mitigate and clean pollution contamination and reduce and prevent climate change
 Eco Allies’ fast growth SuperGreenTrees™ (“SGT”) clean the air using nature’s own science 
 Eco Alies products remove carbon, methane, and clean-up pollution -generating offset credits
 The Hardy SuperGreenTree,™ using its anchor root system, can remediate contaminated soil 

Climate Cure Capital Corporation™ -  Climate Cure’s expertise in carbon offset credits is in creating,
handling, and brokering  them. Included in Climate Cure’s experience is project design, management,
implementing greenhouse gas reduction methodologies and in brokering resulting carbon offset credits.

Eco Allies  ®   Inc.-   The SuperGreenTree™ was developed by Climate Cure, using its proprietary root-
grafting system, not genetic engineering. Its intellectual property was provided to Eco Allies® so Climate
Cure can focus on services and developing solar energy farms. SGTs are a high-density, short rotation
tree, growing up to 60 feet in 3 years. They can be harvested and will regrow from the same stump 5-6
times. They produce Eco Allies branded biochar, lumber, biomass for renewable energy, and for carbon
sequestration and land remediation, all while generating methane and carbon offset credits. Eco Allies is
pursuing projects and opportunities where SGTs will be grown for the particular list item chosen.

SuperGreenTrees™ Grow Fast, Strong, and Tall

                     About 2 months old                                                        About 15 months old
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